Abstract:This paper introduces the reasons and classification of wireless space fading, statistical characteristics of different types of channels. Through the analysis of reentry channel characteristics, we select the two pathes frequency selective slow fading channels.The spectral density function of Doppler power about two scattering path is derived.Channel model is established by rician method.Then determine the channel model parameters and simulate the wireless fading channel model with Matlab／Simulink software Keywords:Reentry process,wireless fading channel,rician method
selective fading [2] , which are called the small scale fading. The curve which amplitude change fast and larger is the small scale fading curve, according to the characteristics of the spacecraft in the reentry communication, this paper mainly introduces the small scale fading. According to the relationship between the coherence bandwidth c B and signal bandwidth of the symbol m B [1] , the multipath fading channel can be divided into two The flat fading channel is complex Gauss random channel that composed of two real gauss random process, the PDF of the amplitude is the Rayleigh / rice distribution. So the flat fading channel can be modeled by the rice method that as shown in Figure 2 , ρ is Amplitude fading of direct path, f ρ is Doppler shift of direct path, ρ θ is phase shift of direct path. (1) Therefore, the amplitude and phase probability density function as below:
is random number which range is [0, 2π ).Through the simulation of different ρ ,the probability density distribution and Autocorrelation function are obtained, as shown in Figure 3 . When path a lot, have a lot of numbers of delay ( ) n t τ . the focus, and all of the ellipses are common focus, and the circumference of each ellipse is a collection of all the same points in the distance to the focal point. According to the time variant impulse response of the elliptic model and the frequency selective fading channel, the channel model can be described as: Figure 6 . Due to the altitude of receiving antenna as low, the delay between the path and the direct path is very small, so it can be ignored. But the delay between the mountains reflected path and direct path is longer, that will generate code asked crosstalk. Therefore, the downlink channel should be modeled as a frequency selective slow fading channel in the reentry process. Through the analysis, return cabin of downlink can be modeled as two channel models, the first the first path is zero delay path, mainly produced by direct path and the antenna near a ground reflection and scattering .The second path for the large time delay, mainly produced by mountains, clouds and other large obstacles reflection and diffraction. 
